Joint Meeting with AEG Sacramento

“California Integrated Seismic Network – Center for Strong Motion Data”

Tony Shakal, Ph.D., PG
California Geological Survey

SACRAMENTO SECTION GEO-INSTITUTE (SSGI)
Officers (2013)

MATT MOYNEUR, PE, GE – Chair
Wallace-Kuhl & Associates

MICHAEL HUGHES, PE, CEng.
Treasurer/Secretary
URS Corporation

SSGI Charter Contributors:

Special Thanks to:
Association of Environmental & Engineering Geologists

Date: Tuesday, October 29, 2013
Place: Aviator’s Restaurant – Sacramento Executive Airport
6151 Freeport Boulevard, Sacramento
(916-424-1728)

Agenda:
5:30 – 6:30Social Hour
6:30 – 7:30Dinner
7:30 – 8:30Presentation

The California Integrated Seismic Network (CISN) is a partnership among federal, state, and university agencies involved in California earthquake monitoring. The CISN is dedicated to serve the emergency response, engineering, and scientific communities. Mr. Shakal is the Manager of California Strong Motion Instrumentation Program with the California Geological Survey and a collaborator to the CISN. Join us as Mr. Shakal discusses the CISN and his role as it pertains to the Center for Strong Motion Data.

Cost: $30 – SSGI/ASCE and AEG Members
$33 - Nonmembers
$10 - Students

RSVP: Matt Moyneur (SSGI)
(916) 372-1434 Phone
(916) 372-2565 Fax
Email: mmoyneur@wallace-kuhl.com

Make checks payable to: Sacramento Section Geo-Institute

PLEASE RSVP BY
Friday, October 25, 2013 – 4:00 PM